DEAR READERS
So here we are at the tail end of 2017. It’s been an eventful
year, right?
The inauguration in January of a pugnacious, misogynist
with a long line of sexual harassment accusations as the 45th
US President seems to have set the tone for 2017. Fast forward
to October and the spotlight was on the appalling conduct
of Harvey Weinstein. These revelations sparked more than
a flurry of headlines; they prompted the powerful #MeToo
campaign.
This has been breakthrough, but there’s still a long way to
go, especially in the music industry. Much of the film world’s
dirty laundry has been aired in the past two months, but what
about the music industry? Has it been as open and as willing to admit that some things must stop?
It’s hard for any working singer, male or female, to speak up in such a cut-throat industry. But it’s up to us
all to call out bad behaviour when we see it or experience it. How can we criticise Trump for his remorseless
misogyny if we ignore it in our own lives? There is a real appetite for change, but it won’t happen unless we
make it happen. I know from personal experience and lots of behind the scenes chats that the music industry
is rife with this malignant behaviour. I’d love to hear your views on how we can stamp out inappropriate
behaviour in the music industry.
We lost some great singers and entertainers this year. All brought something special to the world and leave
a musical legacy. You’ll be missed George Michael, Tom Petty, Chuck Berry, Chester Bennington, Joni Sledge,
Glen Campbell, Bruce Forsyth, Al Jarreau and John Hendricks.
OK, enough of all the negativity. 2018 is around the corner, a time for fresh starts, new resolutions and
renewed energy. We have some exciting changes coming at iSing magazine. With the help of some singers
we held a focus group to discuss how iSing can improve and help the singer better. We got some very useful
feedback so are at the drawing board over the next few months to come up with some inspiring, useful and
fun ideas to help you on your singing journey.
Wishing you a safe and joyous festive season. See you in 2018!
Yours in singing,

Line
Hilton
Editorial Director
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Holding On
The benefits of sustaining long notes
By Chris Johnson
CHRIS JOHNSON explains how sustaining single Google as: “A type of strength training in which the joint
notes in practice can help build vocal stamina. angle and muscle length do not change during contraction.
Isometrics are done in static positions, rather than being
et me start this article with a word of warning:
dynamic through a range of motion.”
prepare to be droned! I’m not talking about a spy
If you’re looking for a real-life example think of the
camera in the sky, but rather a single note sung and plank. Yes that exercise you see people doing in the gym.
sustained without vibrato, Tibetan style. Can you
The key to performing a plank is to hold form for as long
imagine if there was a voice training regime based on this
as possible. This puts the supporting muscles of the core
concept? No need - I’ve done it for you!
under stress for a sustained period.
If we crumble to the floor after 30 seconds
Why?
it signifies that our core
This type of training takes its inspiration from sports
muscles lack strength,
science, more specifically “isometric” training, defined by
synergy and efficiency.

L
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longer periods than most exercises and song phrases. The
result is greater strength, efficiency and stamina.

This approach to
igniting the function
of chest voice will
bring more clarity
and body to your
singing

Which muscles are we talking about?
Pretty much everything in the larynx, apart from
the muscles that open the vocal folds. To hold a pitch,
the muscles that raise (the cricothyroid) and lower (the
thyroarytenoid) pitch must be active and working against
each other to create the correct tension in the vocal folds.
The collection of muscles that bring and keep the vocal
folds together also have to spend long periods in action
in note holds. Think about how many times you’ve tried
singing higher and/or with a strong sound; it would be
great if those muscles didn’t quit on you so soon, right?

It’s also a physical workout
Long note holds also give the breathing system a
workout. We need extra activity in the muscles that inhale
air so we can take a big enough breath to last the distance.
We also need extra activity in the muscles that exhale to
get the last bit of air out at the very end of the note hold.
However, the more planks we do, the longer we can go
During the hold, the muscles that control the outflow
without buckling.
of air and rib cage position will be constantly active and
finding their place in the breathing system as a whole. The
Vocal planks
That’s how US-based speech and language therapist and breathing system will also be synergising with the voicing
singing voice specialist Dr Wendy LeBorgne described long system (simply, the vocal folds) to create sound. This
note holds in a recent discussion we had about these types means they’ll be best buddies in future,
which isn’t often the case for those
of exercises. Another pioneering voice researcher said his
who sound quiet or tight, or blow
subjects referred to them as “vocal yoga”.
themselves out often in gigs.
Why are long note holds so special? In voice, we need
On top of this,
to train the intrinsic muscles of the larynx in order to be
there’s the
strong and flexible. While there is an expansive range of
fun vocal exercises to help us do this, note holds are
particularly useful as they sustain
this intrinsic muscle
activity for
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resonance system in our vocal tract, which also gets an
opportunity to spend time linking up with the breathing
and voicing systems. That’s a partnership we really want to
be flourishing.

top rehabilitation experts, including Dr Joe Stemple and
the aforementioned Dr LeBorgne, have developed and
used this approach extensively. Despite their association
with speaking, these exercises can be nabbed and modified
for singing.
Exercises
In the same way as Crossfit has AMRAP (as many reps
as possible), we can have ALAP (as long as possible). The
Chest voice igniter
aim of the exercises is to keep sustained activity in the
As with many chest voice exercises, female singers with
muscles in that voice, in most cases for ALAP.
a breathy or heady bottom voice benefit most from these. If
That means you’ll need to take an enormous breath to
a singer lacks a chest voice quality, it could be because the perform them - much bigger than you would use for your
muscles that thicken and adduct the vocal folds are a little average singing.
sleepy. This exercise wakes them up, and keeps them at the
The goal with VFEs is also to create a sound that is quiet
party so they can contribute to your sound.
- unlike the chest voice igniter - but not at all breathy. That
Take an “AH” vowel (as in “father”) and sustain a single will also ensure that you can last ALAP, hopefully as long
note at around 70% of your forte volume (not shouting), in as 40 plus seconds after some practice. Follow this warm
your best “chest voice”, for six to eight seconds. Repeat five up regime from A Tempo Voice Centre for at least four
times. Example pitches for females would be between F3
weeks to feel the benefit. Commitment is key to this, as the
and A3, depending on your voice type.
biggest wins are after the four week mark.
You can move forward into your more medium volume
Researchers found singers regularly doing VFEs
and varied chest voice scales afterwards, but remaining low had stronger vocal sound across the whole range, more
and working up higher over the course of your warm up.
“forward placement” and better vocal efficiency.
Hopefully this approach to igniting the function of “chest
Be aware though, they’re not necessarily teaching you
voice” will bring more clarity and body to your singing
how to sing; they’re power strengthening the all-round
after a few hits.
physical muscles for singing so that you can nail it even
more in your other singing activities.
Vocal function exercises (VFE’s)
As always, seek help if you’re unsure whether you’re
Originally developed as a speaking voice rehabilitation
doing them correctly. Stop if you don’t feel comfortable.
exercise, VFEs attempt to tackle the all-round synergy of
Customise them with a qualified coach for even better
breath, voice and resonance. Several of the singing world’s results.

CHRIS JOHNSON

C

hris Johnson is the co-founder and
presenter of the popular iTunes singers'
podcast The Naked Vocalist. Based in London,
he’s also a pro vocal coach and performer who
has been working with touring rock bands,
urban artists and West End lead actors since
2008.
chrisjohnsonvocalcoach.com
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The

Country
Way
LISA REDFORD explores the genre and the
artists who define it.

T

he late, great country singer Glen
Campbell summed it up: “There's a
longing in country music that can
soften even the rockiest heart.” This
longing is a defining aspect of country music,
alongside a long history of storytelling and
emotional, expressive, yearning vocals - the
famous “three chords and the truth”.
Country’s roots lie in the southern states of
North America, and the Appalachian mountains.
As a genre, it encompasses folk, blues, gospel and
Celtic music, with sub-genres such as honky tonk,
alt-country and bluegrass. Its many motifs include
family, highways, cowboys, the Wild West and,
most important of all, heartache and love.
Country singers wear their hearts on their
sleeves. They have an innate ability to deliver
authentic emotion and a sense of harmony.
There’s a confessional quality to their voice often
associated with narration, where singing becomes
an extension of speaking.
Another component of country music is
“twang”, a nasal vocal resonance lending a bright
and edgy sound.
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How to sing twang.

How to add twang to
your vocals
Twang is key. When you
recognise what it feels like in
your speaking voice, it’s easier
to move it to a singing voice.
Repeating phrases such as
“nyeah, nyeah, nyeah, nyeah”,
paying attention to where
the lips and tongue are, and
creating forward placement
in combination with mouth
resonance, will help singers
achieve this. Watch this video
to learn more.
Listening to various country artists, styles and
songs, both classic and contemporary, will give you a
better understanding of the vocal techniques used in
country music and the characteristics of the genre.

HOW TO SING TWANG

1973. Her writing has a personal perspective
and the truthfulness of her songs connects with
fans. Coat of Many Colours, the story of how
her mother stitched a coat for her out of rags
given to the family, is particularly personal and
resonant.
Country music greats
Another country great is Patsy Cline. In 1961
Dolly Parton defines country. Her warm soprano
voice possesses tenderness, power and agility. She is she recorded Crazy, written by Willie Nelson.
one of country’s most successful songwriters writing The became a country standard. Cline deftly
two classics (the haunting Jolene and bittersweet
navigates a sophisticated melody and shows
ballad I Will Always Love You) in a single day in
demonstrable personal style by employing a
back-phrasing technique,
singing either ahead or behind
the beat.
Johnny Cash, with his
unique bass-baritone voice,
was peerless. Cash possessed
great control over his signature
low register and was an
outstanding songwriter, as
shown in I Walk The Line
and Folsom Prison Blues.
He was also acclaimed for
his interpretations of other
artists’ work. His version of
COAT OF MANY COLOURS - DOLLY PARTON
Nine Inch Nails’ Hurt (1994)
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brought new meaning to the
song, which was originally
written as an exploration of
heroin addiction and depression.
Cash’s own version feels like it
was written for his 70-year-old
self, thanks to a distinctive vocal
and Rick Rubin’s stripped down
production.

CRAZY - PATSY CLINE

HURT BY NINE INCH NAILS - PERFORMED BY JOHNNY CASH

BLUE - LEANN RIMES
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Contemporary country
artists
Two contemporary artists
worth discovering are Alison
Krauss, who has an angelic
soprano voice and displays
stunning musicianship, and
Emmylou Harris, who has a
distinctive voice, known for
its tender vibrato. She’s a great
interpreter of other’s songs and
has a hunger for experimentation
best shown on the seminal album
Wrecking Ball (1995) with its
atmospheric and highly textured
songs.
LeAnne Rimes is often
compared to Cline because of
her rich vocal style. She broke
through in 1996 with her first
single, Blue, which also illustrated
another popular country singing
style, yodelling, which involves
rapid, alternation between chest
voice and falsetto.
Trisha Yearwood has a great
ability to tell a story with her
colourful, strong vocals full of
emotional expression. Carrie
Underwood is renowned for
her range, versatility and vocal
stamina. She also possesses great
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dynamic control, singing lightly in softer moments,
then a heavier tone when required.
For a masterclass in contemporary country
songwriting, look no further than two-time Grammy
winner Lori McKenna, who shines a light on small
town life with her conversational lyrics. She co-wrote
Little Big Town’s song of yearning and jealousy Girl
Crush, and Humble and Kind, recorded by Tim
McGraw. Written over a three chord progression, this
touching song is a list of things McKenna wanted
to ensure she told her children. It has a simple but

MERRY GO 'ROUND - KACEY MUSGRAVES

hugely effective rhyme form, melody and chord
progression. The moving lyrics include, “Don't
steal, don't cheat and don't lie / I know you got
mountains to climb /Always stay humble and
kind."
Singer-songwriter Kacey Musgraves has a
refreshing and honest style of writing. She writes
about personal experiences and has caused a
stir in the conservative country music scene by
writing about controversial subjects. Her single
Follow Your Arrow, which encourages people to
be true to themselves, ruffled
some feathers. She excellently
evokes a small town community
in the sublime Grammy
winning Merry Go ‘Round.
Country music is diverse and
vibrant and has at its heart an
ability to deliver material with
real feeling. As Taylor Swift
says, “My definition of country
music is really pretty simple.
It's when someone sings about
their life and what they know,
from an authentic place”.

LISA REDFORD

A

ward-winning songwriter Lisa Redford has been heralded by
legendary BBC Radio 2 presenter Bob Harris as “one of our
finest singer/songwriters”, and earned worldwide acclaim for her
heartfelt music which blends country, folk and Americana with
memorable melodies and stunning vocals. Lisa has played with,
and supported, many top international artists. She’s performed at
C2C: Country to Country and London’s O2. She has recorded live
sessions for BBC Radio 2, Amazing Radio and many international
radio shows. In 2016 her song Courage won Best Original Song at
the World Championships of Performing Arts, in Hollywood. Lisa
also writes for magazines about music and songwriting.

lisaredford.com
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The

dreaded
GEMMA MILBURN explains why many singers find
“practice” a dirty word.

“P

ractice”, the one word I avoid using at all
costs in my work as a vocal coach. For many
students, the dreaded P word is synonymous
with feeling nagged, pressurised and
unworthy. Why?
The Oxford English Dictionary defines “practice” as:
“The actual application or use of an idea, belief or method,
as opposed to theories relating to it.” In short, this is a
word used to describe doing something. People who sing
do so because they love doing it. Practice will help them
get better at what they love to do, yet the word still creates
a mental roadblock.
I often ask my students, “How has your singing been
this week?” Note that I don’t use the P word. Put this way,
I’m not judging whether or not a singer has worked hard
“enough”. I’m supporting a singer in working towards their
own goals in their own way.
I want my students to practice for themselves, not for
me. I don’t want them to feel like singing practice is a curse
that I’ve bestowed upon them, or that I have expectations
of them beyond those that they have for themselves.
This question is a means of connecting a singer to their
purpose, their reason for standing in front of me. It’s a
talking point which allows for questions to be raised and
insights to be gleaned.
Sadly, the response to this question is often a sheepish
“Well, I haven’t done as much as I should have.” They
never say, “It’s been really fun, insightful and productive.”
What jumps out at me most is the use of the word
“should’". This word suggests a sense of obligation, duty
and feeling criticised.
Do you remember being told as a child, “You shouldn’t
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have done that!” and then either cringing with shame
or rebelling against being told what to do? Well, the
situation I face in my studio is quite different; I hear the
word “should” coming from people who choose to spend
their hard-earned cash on vocal lessons. They’re wholly
engaged during their lessons and clearly adore singing, so
why do they approach their practice as though it’s being
forced upon them? I wonder if it’s due to a more nuanced,
alternative definition of the P word: “Repeated exercise in
or performance of an activity or skill so as to acquire or
maintain proficiency in it.”
When we practice singing with a view to acquiring
or maintaining proficiency of our instrument, a more
structured approach is required than when we sing for
fun. Repetition of focussed exercises is essential for our
brains to produce myelin, a substance that is required
for developing fluency and good habits. I sense that it’s
the idea of structure and repetition that triggers our
procrastination button. How can we break the cycle?
In her book 10 Reasons Your Kids Don't Practice
Their Music And What Parents Can Do About It, Erin
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Pearson suggests that taking an inventory of your values
and re-prioritising them can eliminate procrastination.
Example: I love yoga but, sometimes when my alarm goes
off before an early morning yoga class, what I really value
is my time in bed. Can you relate to this?
My advice? List your top five values. Does this list reflect
the way you spend your time? If it doesn’t, don’t worry.
You’re not a failure. It just means you need to rebalance
your life to make more time for the things you truly value,
such as singing.
I’ve previously discussed the human tendency towards
end-gaining (see iSing, Issue 17), in which we place so
much emphasis on our desired end result that we lose
sight of the process required to achieve it. Many of my
students say that when they practice they’re discouraged
by thoughts that they’re not good enough or because they
feel their goals might be unreachable.
To overcome these thoughts and feelings you need to
temporarily separate your practice methods from your end
goal. Instead, approach practice sessions as an opportunity
to experiment and discover. You can do this by:
• Creating mini goals or areas of focus for each
practice session
• Breaking your exercises down into small, manageable
chunks
• Limiting yourself to practice sessions of 15 minutes
(once you’re out of procrastination mode, you can
increase the time).
Be kind to yourself. Don’t allow your inner voice to
tell you you’re not good enough, not doing enough or

make you feel anxious. Instead, use it as a reminder
to take action. Spend five to ten minutes doing some
relaxing vocal warm-ups to make your voice feel great (I
recommend lip trills and sirens using a straw), followed by
singing a song that you love and find relatively easy. With
time and repetition, you will make progress and will be
able to recapture the joy of doing the thing that you love
once more.

Tips to stop procrastinating
and start practising

G

o public with your practice sessions.
Post photos of each session on
social media. Involve others who are
in the same boat by using the hashtag
#practicemakesperfect

S

chedule practice sessions in your
calendar. Piggyback them onto regular
tasks such as brushing your teeth or cooking

S

upercharge your session by engaging
more of your senses. Look in the mirror
while practising or record yourself and listen
back to your efforts

C

hoose a song you love that challenges
you as a performer. Do your exercises
along with the melody (I recommend lip trills
or vocalising through a straw.) Refer back
to the lyrics from time to time, and watch as
the song gradually gets easier.

Gemma Milburn

G

emma is a vocal coach, mentor and singer based in south
east England. As well as teaching in an established
London studio, she runs a thriving vocal coaching practice in
Hertford. Gemma’s two greatest passions are pop music and
people, and she takes pride in offering a highly individualised
approach to working with singers. She blends in-depth
knowledge of vocal science with a creative mindset to offer
an inspiring and enjoyable vocal training process. Her clients
range from major recording stars and West End leads to
developing artists and beginners.

gemmamilburn.com
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How
to
work
with a producer
Two top producers share their tips for singers
By Bronwyn Bidwell and Line Hilton
Hillier has produced albums for some of Britain’s
most iconic bands: Blur, Elbow, Doves and
Depeche Mode. Initially a drummer, Hillier learnt
his craft in the studio with legendary producers
Paul Oakenfold and Steve Osborne. His most
recent work is Nadine Shah’s Holiday Destination.
iSing: Where do you start when making an album?
BH: I always build tracks around the vocals. The
vocal is the key part of the song. I like to get the
vocal in early and then I can keep coming back
to it.
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iSing: Where do you love to work?
BH: Some people feel a sense of
validation when they record in a big
studio. They like having someone sitting
on the other side of the glass. I enjoy
working in different environments.
A lot of vocals are recorded in dead,
controlled spaces, chosen to allow the
engineer and producer to do what they
need to do. It’s hard to be inspired in
a place like that. You run the risk of
getting a dead, dry vocal. My advice is
find an environment that makes you feel
special.
When I made Think Tank with Blur,
we recorded a lot of stuff in Morocco. We
worked on some tracks in West London and
took them to Marrakech. The band immersed
themselves in the culture. It was a fascinating
place: no radios anywhere, but musicians playing
live everywhere. It was just after the Twin Towers

THE FUNDAMENTALS
attacks and there was a lot of anti-Islamic rhetoric in the
West. They went partly as a reaction to that. It also served
to remove the band from the distractions of daily life in
London.
iSing: How has technology changed the way you do
your job?
BH: When we did the Blur album in Morocco, we took a
truck load of stuff. Now, you only need a laptop and you
can make music just about anywhere. I’ve recorded in a
curtain warehouse with Nadine Shah, on the edge of Loch
Ness with the Doves and in Santa Barbara with Depeche
Mode. I also have a studio in the Sussex countryside,
looking out over fields.

THE FUNDAMENTALS
When I started working with Nadine Shah in 2009, the
creative chemistry was instant. We’ve made three albums
together: Love Your Dum And Mad, Fast Food and
Holiday Destination. We write together and I’ve played on
all her albums. We’re like siblings.

iSing: What issues should a singer consider before
working with a producer?
BH: The question to ask yourself is: are you willing to
collaborate? The biggest issue I have is people who are not
willing to let you in or to let you do your job as a producer.
If people are too focused on details and aren’t willing to
hand over some level of control, it’s very difficult. You need
to connect.
Think about what sort of music you want to make and
iSing: How can a singer best deal with nerves during the how you can stand out – there are a lot of records out there
recording process?
already. What are you trying to say? If there’s a producer
BH: Do multiple takes of a vocal. You put too much
you’d like to work with, then approach them. You never
pressure on yourself if you try and do it in one. I do four or know where it might take you.
five takes of the whole performance and then comp it. Do
too many and you start to lose focus. I like to do the entire
song, rather than just fixating on one word or phrase. It’s
hard to get it right in isolation and, even if you do, what
happens next? The next phrase won’t flow or make sense.
Make sure you’re singing in a happy environment.
I like to work in an environment that is creative
and not too structured. If you love playing live,
make the scenario feel as close to playing live as
possible. Dave Gahan [Depeche Mode] likes
to hold the mic when he’s recording. He’s an
amazing live performer and using a handheld mic gives him an energy. I use an
SM7B or SM58 on most recordings. You
don’t need a posh mic. If it’s too posh it
takes the punch and energy out.
iSing: Do you need to like someone
to work with them?
BH: It helps if you respect them, at
least [laughs]. I find it hard to work
with people I don’t like. It turns it
into a stressful scenario. Each time
you work with a band or artist, it’s
like joining a new family. You need to
fit in with the atmosphere they create.
As a producer, you bring a direction and
focus, but it’s very much the artist’s party.
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A singer should always warm up, and
memorise the lyrics or have them in plain
view at an appropriate angle so as not to
block your breathing.
iSing: What should a singer look for in a
producer?
ED: Someone you trust, your best friend.
They should challenge you and bring the best
out of you, but also pull you back from the
edge in a performance.
You need to have a similar sensibility. I met
singer Jamie Lidell at a dinner party in Nashville.
I mentioned I worked on an album with Antony
and the Johnsons and it turned out he loved that
album. We started talking, hanging out and writing
together. Our friendship fell into a cool working
relationship.

Dobyns is a Grammy-winning producer based
in Nashville. He’s worked in the studio with
Patti Smith, Sia, Suzanne Vega, Black Crowes
and Mary J Blige and has produced for Noah
and the Whale, Parlour Tricks and Jamie Lidell.
iSing: How is a producer different from an engineer?
ED: A producer’s job is to inspire an artist and bring
an overall vision to a project. The right producer can
help a singer access parts of their personality or their
range that they may not have explored yet. A producer
has input into the arrangements, the structure and the
sound. The sound engineer does anything related to
capturing and recording the music. They’re responsible
for recording the source of the musical content, whether
it’s a singer or a band, drums, bass, guitar or strings.
iSing: What issues should a singer be aware of before
coming into the studio?
ED: Often, when inexperienced singers come into
the studio, they’re unfamiliar with singing into a
microphone. They don’t know how close to get and
the importance of finding the right headphone mix.
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iSing: How many vocal takes do you aim for when
recording a song?
ED: The first couple of takes always have something
special. In a sense they’re always better, but I do think
that 20 takes in you can get a certain syllable or a note
that just rings true. Sometimes it’s worth going after
that, but you don’t want to strain the singer’s voice in
the process. About 30 years ago I saw a producer make
a young female artist sing 30 takes of a powerful song. It
was horrible. She couldn’t sing the next day. If a singer
isn’t sounding right, or isn’t getting the notes, I’ll just
call the session. We'll come back to it.
iSing: Is Nashville really the Mecca of the music
industry?
ED: There are so many opportunities in Nashville
to perform your music. There’s a very supportive
community of songwriters here and, on any given night,
you can see an amazing number of singer-songwriters
playing in awesome clubs. It’s hard to find that in any
other city. The disadvantage, I suppose, is that your
songs must be good. There’s a lot of competition.
If you move to Nashville, you need to get your boots on
the ground. You need to write and play much as possible
and establish your voice. People here are looking for
sounds, songs and ideas that are left of centre. While a
lot of country music is still about a story, the boundaries
of that are constantly being pushed sonically.

4

ways to
improve
your
PerformancE

Want to improve your performance skills?
Then ask yourself these four questions.

W

hat first impression do you make?
“Hi, er, my name’s, er, Marcus,
and, er, this is a song, er, that I wrote. Er,
hope you like it. Cheers. Oops, just gotta
tune my guitar here, erm… Anyway, so er, yeah. Cool.
Erm. Sorry.”
Not the best introduction, I’m sure you’d agree. In
performing, probably more than in any other walk of
life, first impressions count. Think about how you want
to be perceived when you walk into that big audition or
introduce that big number in your long-awaited debut
cabaret set. First impressions can shape not only your
audience’s enjoyment of an evening’s entertainment, but
your career path and how you feel about and envision
your craft.
Who are you when you perform?
In a masterclass I attended with world-class voice
coach Mary King, someone said that singing made
them feel like a superhero version of themselves. But a
superhero can take many forms, from Captain America
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PERFORMANCE SKILLS

THE FUNDAMENTALS
to Bananaman. The question is: who are you on stage?
Are you an everyday guy telling funny, relatable tales
of everyday life? Or a slinky vamp who seduces anyone
who strays into your path? Figure out who you are when
you perform and think about how to convey that to your
audience through the way you behave, dress and make
an entrance.
Maybe your onstage persona is a complete alter ego
that’s the opposite of you, or maybe it’s you turned up to
eleven.

you all about it from start to finish, meaning you don’t
need to hear the song itself. It’s great to hear a little bit
of background about a song, but too much information
can spoil the most important parts of a singer’s set.
You’ll sometimes hear a song or performer described
as “needing no introduction”. That’s usually a sign of
something well thought out, powerful, truthful and
iconic - qualities all good performers aim to embody.

Which practical, everyday skills can you learn
to boost your career?
What story are you trying to tell and how can
I’ve had what many in the industry would call a
you tell it well?
“portfolio career”. In my twenties and thirties, I switched
After a few years immersed in the world of cabaret and between acting and music and had forays into puppetry,
theatre, I recently returned to the live music scene where comedy, poetry and drag (alongside day jobs at New
I was surprised by the way many singers introduced
Scotland Yard, Greggs and ushering at the National
themselves or their songs on stage. Their technique
Theatre). I didn’t have any formal training in any of
was much like the way I introduced myself at the top
these fields. I learnt by doing. That’s not to say that you
of this article – rambling and unfocused. As someone
shouldn’t seek traditional academic training but, even if
who coaches artists on how to speak to their audience
you do, there are many aspects of performing that you
between songs, I’m often shocked by how little thought
can only learn on the job.
some singers put into this element of a performance.
Singing teachers and acting coaches will give you core
This is the time where audiences will really get to know
skills that are essential to do what you do well and safely,
who you are, no matter how well you might sing. Even
but there are some things they just don’t teach, such
performers who’ve been to stage school or studied
as how to: find (and keep) an accompanist; work with
music degrees have never been taught how to describe
musicians and venues; record a demo; write an effective
themselves or their music, let alone how to do it clearly
bio; or record an album and sell it online. I had to find
and confidently.
answers to these questions myself along the way. Think
But don’t overdo it. Go to any open mic night and
about the skills that would help you advance your career
I guarantee someone will introduce a song by telling
and go out and learn them.

MARCUS REEVES

M

arcus Reeves is a writer and performer best known for his show
Postcards from God - The Sister Wendy Musical. The show
enjoyed runs at the Jermyn Street Theatre and the Hackney Empire
Studio Theatre and will return, in a new version, to the South London
Theatre in 2018. His career highlights include performing with David
Hoyle, Dickie Beau and Jonny Woo, joining a star-studded celebration
of David Bowie at Union Chapel and supporting new music champion
Tom Robinson. Marcus has recorded several albums, EPs and singles.
His poetry audiobook Sighs Ten is available via Audible. His debut
album Quicksilver - The Masquerade Macabre is available at www.
reevescorner.co.uk. He also provides performance coaching sessions.

betweenthesongs.co.uk
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ON THE COVER Navin Kundra, where East meets
West

INTERVIEW No place like home for Ashton Lane
THE WORKING
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How Ayana George aced her
John Legend audition

CAREERS

Nashville’s leading sideman
Chris Rodriguez
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Navin

Kundra
where East

where East
meets West

I

pressed the flesh for three solid days at BBC Music
Introducing’s Amplify 2017, and lost count of how many
new artists I heard perform. When I finally walked away
from the ExCel throng one name stood out from the rest:
Navin Kundra.
His performance had been well-polished and his songs
catchy, but there was something more. Kundra brought
something different to the mix – raga. From Sanskrit meaning
“colour” or “passion”, raga is an Indian tradition of melodic
scales that are used to improvise around.
It’s a distinct and exotic sound made up of notes beyond the
common Western scales we’re used to. I love to hear different
traditions fused together so set about finding out more about
Kundra and his journey.

iSing: How did you become a professional singer?
NAVIN KUNDRA: I've always loved singing and performing.
It's one of the most natural things for me to do. When I was
about 19 I went on a talent show made by an Indian TV
station and won it. Then I went on a talent show run by
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NAVIN KUNDRA

SINGING CAREERS
the BBC and won that too. I thought
“I’ve done it, I’m amazing”. I assumed
everything would kick off. It didn’t. I
realised that I needed to write my own
songs, because that’s what defines you as
an artist.
Writing didn’t come naturally to
me, in the end I had to just pick up my
guitar, sit at the piano, and figure it out.
My music got a lukewarm response
from radio stations so I put it on online.
It found an audience and things grew
organically. After that, radio stations
came to me saying, “can we have your
music”. It took a year for the first song
to trickle through the system. I followed up with a series of
singles that did well. I’ve had six number one singles polled
with radio stations and world charts on iTunes.
iSing: What is your heritage?
NK: My parents and grandparents come
from India, but I was born and bred
in the Midlands. I think as a result I
can appreciate and create Western and
Indian styles of music. Growing up we
always had music playing in the house.
We listened to everything from Indian

COVER

BANDAGI - NAVIN KUNDRA

classical to Bollywood music, which is amazingly well-fused
music. When I started going into the studio, people were
blown away when I started doing some of those Indian runs.
They weren’t used to hearing that intonation with those
inflections and vocal
sounds. I realised I had
something unique.
iSing: Have you had
lessons in Indian
singing or traditional
Indian raga?
NK: I learnt mainly
through listening and
trial and error. I tried
to learn the technical
side, but it took the
fun out of it. What
KUNDRA ON BBC'S DOCTORS
attracted me to it was
the beauty and the emotion that comes out.
When you have rules to adhere to it stops
being fun. I have no rules when it comes to
listening to that music or creating it. It’s a
lovely space to be in.
iSing: How did the traditional Indian
singing community respond to your
music?
NK: There was a lot of criticism when I
started out. I sang and people enjoyed it, but
I may not have been technically on point.
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I was practising
eight hours a
day because I
wanted to grasp
the roots of the
artform

COVER
when I sang. But when I spoke, they said “this is a lot cleaner
than we would normally speak in everyday life”. I had to ease
off a little bit. That’s one of the big differences between Asian
music and western music. When I sing English songs, my
accent and the clarity of my words isn’t an issue. Sometimes
the less clarity there is, the cooler it is. From the Asian
perspective, your diction must be on point.
iSing: When you write in another language, say Urdu or
Punjab, do you follow a format similar to a western pop
song?
NK: The format is similar. The only thing that differs
sometimes is that they have slightly longer instrumental
interludes between the chorus and verses. When you’re
writing pop music or urban music you have a time format for
radio. A record needs to be between three and four minutes in
length. For me, it’s very similar to writing an English song.

iSing: What type of gigs do you do?
NK: Performing live is what excites me the most. I perform
It’s viewed as an artform that requires a lot of discipline and
at a lot of festivals. We have events called mellas, which are
practice; people dedicate their lives to that style. But because
the Asian version of a big festival like Glastonbury. I also do
I’d gone to university and had a life outside of music, there was corporate events and sometimes weddings because some of
only so much I could take on. I did try and improve myself; at my most successful music is romantic love songs. One of my
one point I was practising eight hours a day because I wanted biggest gigs was at Wembley Stadium where I performed in
to grasp the roots of the artform. Once I had that I was able to front of 60,000 at an event for the British and Indian Prime
ease off and be more creative.
Ministers. I travel all round the world – Europe, Canada, the
US and Dubai. The two things I love are music and travelling,
iSing: Has your work featured in the Bollywood music
they go hand in hand.
scene?
NK: My music hasn’t but earlier this year I shot my first
Bollywood movie. I had a double role in
an action film which is interesting because
I always thought if I was involved with
Bollywood it would be through music. It was
a wonderful experience. Maybe there’ll be
an opportunity to feature my music in the
future.
iSing: What was your experience of
working in the Bollywood format?
NK: It looks so glamorous but it’s surprising
how much work goes into it behind the
scenes. The big challenge for me was the
language. I could understand and write in
Hindi, but I was a bit out of practice speaking
it. I was told my Hindi diction was on point
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NK: Understand it’s a business and
that you need to make a living.
Understand there’s a difference
between creating music, which is
probably what you love to do, and
selling music, which you may not
enjoy.
It takes hard work, patience and a
lot of practice. But if you're good at
what you do, your music will find an
audience. Once you find an audience,
look after them, cultivate them and
grow your base. That's where a lot of
your hard work will be.
NAVIN KUNDRA PERFORMS AT WEMBLEY

iSing: What's next for Navin Kundra?
iSing: What’s your biggest career frustration?
NK: I have a new single coming out called Burning Slow,
NK: Well artists are very frustrated people [laughs]. Right
which I’m excited about. It's a more urban sound for me,
now I'm at a turning point. I'm starting to write more English and I think lyrically it paints a beautiful picture. I can't wait
music and expose myself to a new audience while still
to make the music video for the song. I think in the past I
retaining the audience that I’ve cultivated over the years. I'm
overlooked that element, but I’m going to focus more on
almost starting from the beginning. I know if I write an Asian the visual side of things. I also have some follow-up singles
song, it will get picked up by radio stations and it will reach
in the pipeline. I
a certain audience. But as I move into more English music it
don’t want to say
won’t be that instant. I’m not far enough along to be frustrated too much. I want
by that, but I know a lot of hard work lies ahead. I suppose
you to be curious
with NAVIN
also, being independent, it can be frustrating because you
enough to follow
don’t have a big machine behind you. You’re competing with me and find out
household names who have a bigger team supporting them.
more. And I'd love
to have you guys
iSing: If you could go back in time, what advice would you on the journey
give your younger self about the music industry?
with me.

GET SOCIAL

LINE HILTON

L

ine helps pro and semipro singers, artists and voice
teachers with their voice, performance, mindset and
training. Her speciality areas include Performing Arts
Medicine, anatomy, health, technique and mindset. She pulls
on a wide range of qualifications, experiences and interests
to assist her clients to build and develop the knowledge and
skills they require for their craft. She is the founder of iSing
magazine, an advisor to Vocology In Practice, a voice teacher
network and a BAST singing teacher trainer.

linehilton.com
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WORKING WITH JOHN

legend
HOW AYANA
GEORGE ACED
HER AUDITION

W

hen word got out that John Legend was
holding a nationwide search for backing
vocalists, singers of every design, shape,
colour and vocal ability turned out to
vie for a place on his next tour.
I went along to the open audition in Los Angeles
on a hot March day and spoke to hopefuls about
their experience and their audition prep
routines and secrets (see iSing issue 17).
When I left Sunset Boulevard that
day, I felt proud of the sisterhood:
the competition had been fierce,
but the vibe among this talented
group was one of camaraderie.
Despite knowing a few faces on
Legend’s team, I was none the wiser
as to who would strike gold and win a
covetable spot on his tour.
Fast forward a few months later, I tried to hire a
singer called Ayana George for another job and found she
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SINGING CAREERS
was unavailable, as she was getting ready to start rehearsals
for Legend’s Darkness and Light Tour.
I discovered this seasoned, humble vocal powerhouse
had put her reservations aside and joined the Legend
audition queue in New York, waiting in a cold wind in

Manhattan’s midtown for her chance to show what she
could do and claim the job for herself.
So how did she do it? What drives her? And how has her
faith shaped her music career, re-defined her purpose and
motivated her to inspire others? Watch below to find out.

AYANA GEORGE INTERVIEW PART 1 "IN THE BEGINNING"

AYANA GEORGE INTERVIEW PART 2 "BECOMING PROFESSIONAL"

AYANA GEORGE INTERVIEW PART 3 "WORKING WITH JOHN LEGEND AND BEYOND"

AYANA GEORGE INTERVIEW PART 4 "THE SOLO SESSIONS & WORDS OF WISDOM"

DENOSH BENNETT

D

enosh Bennett is a Canadian-born singer,
dancer and artistic director with two decades
of experience in the entertainment industry. Her
versatility and broad résumé has led her to tour
as a dancer and/or backing vocalist with many
international artists including Faith Evans, Justin
Timberlake, Alicia Keys, Drake, Whitney Houston,
Robbie Williams, Demi Lovato and Rihanna.
DenoshBennett.com
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NO PLACE
like home
Ashton Lane have built a global following from
their home city of Glasgow. The band explain their
fan-centred, DIY approach to BRONWYN BIDWELL.

W

hen producers suggest Ashton Lane
relocate to Nashville, as they often
do, they’re given short shrift. The
band wouldn’t dream of leaving their

beloved Glasgow.
“This is our home,” lead singer Esther O’Connor says
emphatically. “We have everything we need right here.
We’re very inspired by Nashville but nah, we don’t want
to live in the US.”
The Americana band prove that in the digital age you
don’t need to reside in a music capital, or have a record
deal, to build a successful career. The key is to nurture
your fanbase.
Ashton Lane, a family affair consisting of O’Connor,
her husband Tim and her dad Graeme Duffin of Wet
Wet Wet fame, share the entire creative process with
their fans.
They have a mailing list of 40,000, a blog, a popular
YouTube channel and an app (created with digital
platform www.gigrev.com). The app gives fans access to
real time videos of the band in the studio, rehearsing and
on tour, and first access to demos, singles and albums.
“These days you can’t work alone in the studio for
months or years making an album and then just expect
people to buy it,” O’Connor says.
“People like to see what’s going on behind the scenes,
not just the shiny finished product.”
The strategy is working; Ashton Lane have sold more
than 20,000 albums independently and their single
Breathe You In off their new EP Winter Star went straight
to number 1 in the UK country music charts on release.
Fans are also invited to be part of the songwriting
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process by sharing personal stories that they feel would
make good song material. If the band like the idea,
they’ll use it in a song and the contributing fan gets a
percentage of the royalties.

CAREERS

SINGING CAREERS
“We call them bespoke songs,
and they’ve been really successful,”
O’Connor says. “Obviously we write
a lot by ourselves for ourselves,
but country music is all about
storytelling. This just another form of
that process.
“It has to be something that
captures our imagination. One couple
told us they had celebrated their
15th wedding anniversary with a
trip around the US, seeing different
bands perform live in different cities.
I thought ‘I can work with that’.
“Another fan wanted a song about
his experiences as a younger man travelling around
Australia. The song, Wanderlust, will be on our next
album due out in 2018.”
While self-sufficiency affords the band real freedom,
it’s hard work keeping the business wheels turning.
Sometimes it gets too much, admits O’Connor.
“We love the business side of things but when we’re
on the road we can’t do it all ourselves. We need outside
help. It’s always hectic when we go on the road because
Tim and I take our children [aged four and two] with us.
So there’s a lot going on.
“Thankfully my mum acts as tour manager and
helps out with the children. It turns into a wee family
adventure. Then we all head home together to Glasgow.”
Ashton Lane is currently touring Europe and will
release a new album in September 2018.

BREATHE YOU IN - ASHTON LANE

Esther’s tips to build your
mailing list
1. Work on increasing your product range. Use
the revenue from selling albums, T-shirts and
vinyl to cover the costs of online advertising.
2. Reply to as many messages personally as you
can or hire someone to deal with your
emails. A well-engaged small list can be worth
more than a huge list that isn't engaged.
3. Keep people engaged with free content from
your blog every week.
4. Offer a free giveaway in return for an email
address. (We offer a free album).
5. Run a Facebook competition. Ask people to
enter their name and email and
share the post to be in with the
chance of winning a bundle of
your products, or gig tickets.

GET SOCIAL

with ASHTON LANE

WANDERLUST - ASHTON LANE
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Nashville’s

leading man
Veteran lead guitarist and vocalist Chris Rodriguez spoke to LINE HILTON about making it
in country music’s capital.

C

hris Rodriguez’s CV is star-studded. He’s recorded
with Dolly Parton and Glen Campbell and toured
with Shania Twain, Faith Hill, Keith Urban, Kelly
Clarkson and Kenny Loggins. After four decades
living and working in Nashville his passion for the music
business shows no signs of dimming.

When I was six I was obsessed. My mum and dad had
all these Broadway musical soundtracks: Westside Story,
Camelot, Fiddler on the Roof and Kiss Me, Kate. Then I
moved on to the Beatles. I learnt to sing by listening to John
Lennon and Paul McCartney. Michael Jackson, Marvin
Gaye and Stevie Wonder were also influences.

iSing: How did your music journey begin?
CHRIS RODRIGUEZ: It started with musical theatre.

iSing: When did you move to Nashville?
CR: I moved here 40 years ago when the city was just

CHRIS RODRIGUEZ
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Keith Urban
taught me to be
an entertainer.
He changed my
approach to
performing.

CAREERS
Gerald Arthur, who ran the Nashville Oratorio back then.
He set me straight. He didn’t try to change my sound,
but he taught me to warm up and warm down. He really
helped me although I’m 57 now, I’m probably due another
masterclass.
iSing: What is the toughest thing about working in the
music industry?
CR: I think my eyes were opened at the tender age of 41.
I became an A&R man at a record company and saw the
inner workings of the industry. I naively thought that when
we signed someone, we signed them for life. But it’s not like
that. It’s a business. If it ain’t selling, it’s a case of onto the
next one. That’s the cold, hard truth.
iSing: What are labels looking for in an artist?
CR: Labels are looking for stars. It’s hard to quantify star
quality, but you know when somebody has it. They’re
also looking for people with a work ethic, and who have
a following already. An artist who has their own website
and is already selling 30,000 records, that’s an interesting
proposition. An artist who’ll get up at 5.30am and do
that radio slot, that’s a good thing because lots of talented
kids out there don’t want to get their hands dirty.

starting to become the songwriting capital of the world. I
was 18 and went to music school - Belmont University here. I met hundreds of people, many of whom I still work
with on a regular basis all these years later. In my first two
years at college I focused on the guitar and put singing to
one side. Then somebody heard me sing and encouraged
me to do both. Now, I characterise myself as a singing guitar iSing: You’ve toured with some huge artists. What did
player. I think my longevity as a sideman is because I do
you learn from them?
both.
CR: Keith Urban taught me to be an entertainer. He
changed my approach to performing. When I got the gig
iSing: How can a singer make their name in Nashville?
CR: Do every gig that’s offered to you
– even the ones you don’t want to do.
Grab every session. Grab every demo.
Hit every writer’s night. The work’s not
coming to you, you’ve got to get out
there. You can’t wait for inspiration to
strike.
iSing: Have you had voice lessons?
CR: Only once in my career, when I
was in college playing in a top 40 band.
I was abusing my voice every night.
I knew what I was doing wasn’t good
and I was having problems with my
falsetto. My classical musician friends
recommended I see [vocal coach]
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working with him I thought “I’m going to be so tight”. He
wanted us to be tight but he didn’t want us to be stoic. He
was like “Go out there and Bon Jovi this place up, try and
out rock star me”. Before that I’d always seen it as my job
to make the artist look and sound great. I was a studio
musician who could entertain, but I don’t think I really
knew the meaning of that word. Keith wanted a band to
go out there and rock. I’m less shy now. If I have to go to
the middle mic now, I’m looser. I’m funnier. I’m a little
more off the cuff. Also, I’m getting older. What have I got
to lose by stepping out of my box?
iSing: What tips do you have for session singers and
backing vocalists?
CR: Be on time, be prepared and learn to blend. Work
the mic. Get right up on the mic for light, dynamic
moments and back off an inch and a half when you’re
going to belt it. I know a lot of singers that can work the
room. They can hear it. That’s where in-ears are kind of
bad, because you’re so insulated. I do a lot of stuff with
one ear in, one ear off so that I can feel what’s happening
in the room.
iSing: How do you blend with a lead vocalist?
CR: First and foremost, it’s a dynamics thing. Is the lead
vocalist singing hard? If they are I’m going to sing hard
with them. Or is it a light thing? Learn where they’re
going dynamically and go with them. It can be difficult,
because the artist may not sing live the way they did in
the studio. They like to re-fashion things. It’s a constant
search to be right there with them. It’s a dance. You have
to dance with that lead vocal.
iSing: What are you working on at the moment?
CR: For the past few years I’ve been working on my own
record. After backing a lot of people up for so long, I
had to ask myself: Who am I? What do I want? It’s been
liberating. With this project I’m not the support guy.
It’s unsettling too because I have nobody to hide
behind. But time is short. I want to take advantage of
every moment. I’d also like to do more songwriting – and
I’m in the right town for it. That’s the next vista on the
horizon for me. It’s all good. I’m having the best time
because I now know who I am.

CHRIS RODRIGUEZ
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PAVA REPORT

Where the voice
GEEKS GATHER

LINE HILTON joined voice professionals
from around the world at the Pan-American
Vocology Association’s (PAVA) Symposium in
Toronto.

B

ack in 2015 my vocal geek side was very excited
to be invited to join a new organisation for voice
professionals. With its mission to advance the
scientific study of vocalisation across species to
improve professional and recreational voice use, PAVA made
complete sense to me.
After reading many research papers for my MSc, I
understood the need for singers, voice scientists, voice
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therapists and others working in these fields to talk more to
each other.
I also understood that while our knowledge of the voice
has increased greatly over the years, there’s still a great deal
to learn. Much research to date has focused on classical
male singers. Furthermore many researchers are not singers
and have a limited insight to this activity, especially at a
professional level.
I obviously wasn’t alone in thinking this given the number
of professionals who joined PAVA, many of whom I met at
the organisation’s recent symposium in Toronto. I also spoke
to PAVA’s new president Leda Scearce, a former classical
singer and qualified speech-language pathologist (SLP),
clinical associate faculty and director of the Voice Care
Programme at Duke University Hospital in North Carolina.
Scearce believes that PAVA is “a hub of a wheel with spokes
that go out to all these different disciplines that intersect with
voice”.
PAVA’s membership includes singers, singing
teachers, SLPs, acting coaches, public speakers,
music educators, musical directors and voice
scientists. Interestingly, about 90% of members
identify with more than one of these
disciplines. Scearce believes this is the heart
of PAVA. She says: “To me the difference
PAVA can make in the world is that it is
very much an interchange of knowledge.
Everybody is included, everybody brings
something to the table, and comes away
with something different.”
Scearce says that PAVA came about to
address the discrepancy between speech
therapists who didn’t know how to take
a singer back to singing, and singing
teachers who didn’t understand the clinical

MIND, BODY & SOUL
aspect of voice rehabilitation. It was also to address the issue
of who’s doing what in vocology in relation to professional
voice users.
What does vocology, a relatively new term coined by
PAVA founder Dr Ingo Titze, mean? Scearce describes it as
“the study of vocalisation”, but something that goes “beyond
human vocalisation to include animal and simulated
vocalisation, all of which we can learn from”. She also notes
that it has a firm scientific footing.
What can a singer gain from PAVA? “The opportunity
to get to learn about things that they don’t know about, and
in turn to teach others about things they don’t know about.
To make sure they can access the most appropriate care and
training.”
Symposiums can be dry, but PAVA works to ensure its
conferences allow researchers to deliver their papers and
participants to try different methodologies and exercises.
Over two days we heard presentations from singers,
singing teachers, voice scientists, medical professionals and
speech pathologists. Keynote speakers included Dr Michael
Thaut, a professor in music and neuroscience, and Dr
Jennifer Anderson, a Toronto-based laryngologist who uses
vocal fold steroid injections for pathologies such as vocal fold
polyps, oedema and vocal fold stiffness/scarring as a way of
avoiding surgery. Should you ever need to go down this route
Dr Anderson, who clearly has a steady hand and takes great
pleasure in her work, is your woman.
Other subjects covered included: flow resistant tube
phonation; vocal fold contact patterns; vocal fry in popular
music; working with the transgender voice; classical voice
pedagogy; pop voice pedagogy; primal vocalisations; passive
vowel modification; voice fatigue in singing; reflux and
the singer; interdisciplinary voice care; the effects of semioccluded vocal track exercises on the voice; and teaching
pedagogy.
I felt in my element surrounded by so many fellow voice
geeks, but it was disappointing to find most studies still focus
on the classical and musical
theatre genres. Only a
few presentations
covered rock
and pop,
including
one on
teaching
the pop
voice by a
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MELISSA
CROSS
SPEAKS AT
PAVA

team that
included
iSing’s very
own Chris
Johnson.
There was also a
wonderful presentation
from Melissa Cross of The Zen
DR INGO TITZE, PAVA'S
Of Screaming fame.
FOUNDER
She discussed ways extreme vocalisation is used in some
rock and metal genres and how certain sounds, such as fry
screaming, require aperiodic vibration of the vocal folds
and manipulation of partials through changing the shape of
the vowel. This vocal quality requires consistent sub-glottic
pressure and reduced vocal fold contact time, and that to
be understood required classical vowel shapes, in particular
diphthongs. Cross adeptly demonstrated extremes such as
“fry screaming”, “death” and “hybrid” – all quite intimidating
sounds delivered in what seemed to be a non-injurious
way. I hope she visits the UK soon to share her immense
knowledge.
I welcome PAVA’s aim to encourage a more
multidisciplinary approach in the singing world as we can
learn so much from each other.
But we also need to review some of the traditional
methodologies and recognise the relevance and significance
of the non-classical singing voice. Many contemporary
artists put as much work and time into their voices and
performances as their classical peers.
Science often creeps along limited by funding, resources
and time constraints, and voice and singing science is no
different. It’s up to us, the singers, to drive and inspire people
to take up the mantle so that we can benefit from a greater
understanding of this complex instrument that is the core
of our identity and artistic brand. We must work together to
generate more interest and momentum in the research world
for us non-classical singers.
pava-vocology.org

THE AUTHENTIC
PERFORMER

Why masking your true self can affect your health
JENNIE MORTON explains why it’s vital for
performers to find their own voice – and use it.

D

o you ever wonder what drives you to perform? Do you find
yourself torn between striving for technical perfection and
expressing emotion in your performance? Do you question
how your career can be both exhilarating and anxietyproducing? If you have, then my book The Authentic Performer: Wearing
a Mask and the Effect on Health may help you to unravel some of the
psycho-physiological processes that underlie these questions.
As both a performing artist and an osteopath specialising in the
treatment of performers, I have found myself digging into the deeper
questions of the very nature of creativity and how it affects our health at
a physiological level. To answer these questions, I have delved into the
realms of neuroscience, pathophysiology, psychology and philosophy to
uncover the reasons why we are drawn to a career in the arts in the first
place, how we are programmed both technically and emotionally by our
training, and how our psycho-emotional relationship to our craft shapes
our physical health.
In a career where we often find
ourselves playing a variety of roles or
following different emotional narratives
in the pursuit of our storytelling, artists
can sometimes lose touch with their
own true sense of self. Some artists may
even be drawn to the profession for the
very reason that it allows them to escape
into different characters, affording them
respite from their inner reality.
However, from what science tells us
about the connections between our sense
of self and our physiological development

HEALTH
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and wellbeing, we know that there may be a biological
cost to that escape from reality. My book explores the
underlying biological processes that drive us to be creative
and the challenges they pose to us as professional artists
earning a living from our passion. The following is a short
excerpt from the book that discusses the role of the voice in
expressing our innermost thoughts and how voice quality
can telegraph the state of one’s physical health.
The voice, in my opinion, is one of the most
truly expressive parts of who we are. There
is a commonly used proverb which says
that the ‘eyes are the window to the soul’, but, for me,
the voice tells me so much more about a person than
I can glean from their eyes. The eyes can often be well
defended - some people have quite a clear ‘no entry’
sign pinned across them. The voice however, like body
language, never lies - even if the words it produces seek
to deceive.
Many people, particularly in the performance world,
contrive a sound for their voice which they feel projects
the image of themselves that they wish to convey, but
the contrivance in itself is descriptive of the person
behind that image. When working with my patients,
I find the voice to be most indicative of their current
state of mind, and therefore health, even if it is cloaked
in a mask: a subtle crack or waver when a particular
subject is touched upon; the slightly clenched or choked
sound of someone who feels they are not being heard
or are lacking control in a situation; the high pattern of
breathing and audible breath sounds of someone under

JENNIE MORTON

stress; the openness and clarity of tone which returns
when an issue has been resolved - these are all valuable
tools in understanding the subtext of the patient’s state of
health, regardless of the words being said.
The voice is the meeting point of both our emotional
subtext and the contrivance of language, and is often
the arena where the struggle between these sometimes
opposing forces is played out. The physiological signs
and symptoms produced here are well worth exploring:
the next time you have an inexplicably sore throat,
perhaps you may correlate this with finding yourself in
a situation where you feel you are being subjugated by
another and therefore have no ‘voice’; or perhaps there is
a conversation you need to have with someone which you
have been avoiding. Finding or having one’s own voice is
both a metaphorical and physiological need for health:
for those who find themselves removed from this, either
by an emotional situation or, in the case of performers,
are spending much time recreating the voice of another,
it is essential to find the time to return to your own natural
vocal expression... When you allow the voice to be the
conduit for the expression of your true self, you may find
that any conflicts of language, thought, and emotion will
be resolved, and an inherent connection will
be made with those around you.

In summary, the book highlights the need
for artists to afford themselves the same level of character
analysis that they more often reserve for an upcoming role,
and to be vigilant to the subtle physical signs and emotional
expressions that the body provides as a means to support
them in their journey to a long and healthy career.

J

ennie began her career as a classical ballet dancer before moving into
musical theatre, performing in London’s West End for many years. She
was also the lead singer of a UK Big Band performing across jazz, swing, rock
and pop genres. She is now an osteopath in Los Angeles specialising in the
treatment of performing artists, as well as offering performance coaching for
singers, actors, instrumentalists and dancers. She is an adjunct professor at
Chapman University College of Performing Arts, and is the Wellness Professor
at The Colburn School. She is on the Board of Directors for the Performing Arts
Medicine Association (PAMA) and the Dance Resource Center (DRC). She is
an Honorary Lecturer for the MSc in Performing Arts Medicine at University
College London, is on the Health and Wellness Committee for the International
Society for Music Education, and has published many articles in the field of
Performing Arts Medicine.

healthyperformers.com
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STAYING

power
Make-up to go the distance on stage
By Gemma Wilson-Vidal

W

hen a singer steps on
stage or in front of
the camera it’s
crucial that they
look and feel their best.
With this is mind
a scientist turned
make-up artist has
developed a new
range of long-lasting
cosmetics that can
withstand the rigours
of performing.
FOUNDER ASH LATIF
Ash Cosmetics was
founded by Aisha (Ash)
Latif, a molecular biologist who used
her lab skills to create make-up
that won’t fade or disappear under
heavy lighting or when the wearer
perspires.
One of the standout products
in her new range is the Ash HD
Foundation stick. The sticks come
in nine shades. They contain a
mixture of warm and cool tones
and are highly pigmented, making
it much easier to blend and achieve
full coverage – and eliminating the
need for concealer. The formula is
one that does not oxidise when
mixed with the right corrector
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LOOK BOOK

I wanted to create a unique product
that could be used on a range of
skin tones
or primer, so it’s perfect for those on stage as it means the
colour won’t change after a long period of time on the skin.
Latif says: “I wanted to create a unique product that could
be used on a range of skin tones. As my brand works closely
with make-up artists and those in the fashion and beauty
industries, it was important to create something that makes
their lives easier, but also improves the outcome of photo
shoots and film work.
“Most make-up brands offer up to 36 shades, but still
don't meet the requirements of every person’s skin tone.
Our HD Foundation sticks only come in nine shades, but
they can be mixed. Most skin tones can be colour matched
by mixing shades.”
Latif began dabbling in cosmetics and beauty as
a way of escaping the pressures of her scientific
work. She became a successful hair and
make-up artist before creating her own
brand.
One of Latif ’s key aims was to
create an inclusive brand
for people of all age,
colour and
gender. The
range
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includes highly pigmented eye shadows, lipsticks,
highlighters and gel liners. It also features 3D
body and face glitter palettes for those
wishing to really sparkle on stage.
For more visit
ashcosmetics.com or follow
@Ashcosmetics.

MIND, BODY & SOUL

MEDITATION

Learn from the
V-Team
Learn more about your voice and how to take
care of it with the V-Team.
he V-Team consists of top vocal coaches Chris
Johnson, Steve Giles, Josh Alamu and iSing’s
founder and editor Line Hilton.
The team has worked with Vocalzone, the
makers of throat lozenges and tea formulated specifically
for vocal care, to create 28 informative videos designed
to help singers and voice professionals reach their
potential.
Go online to watch the V-Team discuss issues such as
air flow and volume, warming up and vocal style.

T

THE V-TEAM EPISODE 9 - CHRIS JOHNSON ON AIR FLOW AND VOLUME

THE V-TEAM EPISODE 10 - STEVE GILES ON NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (PART 2)

THE V-TEAM EPISODE 11 - LINE HILTON EXPLAINS WHY YOU NEED TO WARM UP

THE V-TEAM EPISODE 12 - JOSH ALAMU ON PRINCIPLES FOR PRACTISING VOCAL STYLE

the

BIZ
PASSING IT ON
SPECIAL REPORT
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How to help students prepare for
music school auditions
BBC Music Introducing’s Amplify 2017
a new music industry show

Passing
it on
Auditioning for a place at performing arts college is
daunting. IAN DAVIDSON explains how teachers can
help students prepare for the challenge
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T

here’s no hard and fast rule on how to crack an
audition. But in my experience students who
win a coveted place at performing arts college
demonstrate two qualities: they’re well prepared and
self-aware – they know who they are and where they want to
go.
A singing teacher can work with a student on both
these elements but it’s crucial from the outset to set the
right tone. It’s imperative to coach students to understand
and demonstrate their potential, and not to focus on
demonstrating perfection. Aiming for perfection will always
lead to failure. Aiming to show potential is a much wiser
course of action; performing arts schools are looking for
talent they can nurture, not the finished product.
These schools receive a huge number of applications for
a limited number of places each year. A prospective student
has a small window of opportunity to demonstrate their
potential. Slots of 15 minutes are standard, and within that
time frame a candidate must demonstrate three things.
1. Ability
A candidate must be able to sing, and sing well.
Obviously. But that’s not enough. They need to
know the song intimately – it’s unacceptable to
sing from sheet music or lyric sheets.
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If it’s a musical theatre audition, the student must know
the character. If it’s a pop audition, they need to evoke the
mood and emotion of the song. The student must show they
know their own voice and how to use it to manipulate the
audience’s emotions. The panel wants to know the candidate
has the “chops” to sing; they don’t care if the voice cracks
or shakes, they understand audition nerves and can hear
through that.
Encourage your student to use their face and body to
convey that sense of owning what they are singing. If a
student is asked to sing a cover, they need to demonstrate
their own take on that song. However, be aware they may also
be asked to deliver a replication of the original performance.
Panellists are looking to see potential for musicality and
expression, but also the ability to copy and conform, which is
especially useful when it comes to session singing.
If your student is a songwriter, they need to be ready
to perform their original songs at an audition. This is an
opportunity for them to demonstrate that they have a basic
understanding of the demands that the commercial
music industry places on artistry.

PASSING IT ON
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Often a school will ask for two songs to be performed
– prepare more! If your student is a singer-songwriter get
them to prepare two original songs, two covers, plus another
original song, in case they’re asked to sing something else.
If your student is a capable musician, encourage them to
play their instrument while singing. It’s so much better when
a singer accompanies themselves in an audition, as opposed
to singing to a backing track or a cappella.

tick. This is difficult to ascertain in 15 minutes, so they will hit
the student with a number of questions to get a sense of who
is sitting in front of them. Prepare your client to answer any of
these questions:
• Who is your favourite musical theatre character and
why?
• What is your favourite musical and why? How has it
inspired you?
• Which role would you most want to play and
why?
• Who are your musical influences?
• What’s your favourite guilty pleasure pop song?
• What’s your favourite album?
• What was the first album you bought?
• Who did you last see perform live and why?
• What inspired you to last write a song? How long did
it take?
• When did you last perform original material?
• How do you deal with rejection?
• Have you ever had to perform as part of a group
project? What role did you take within that project?
• Has anything ever gone wrong on stage? How did
you cope?
• Aside from music, what inspires you?

2. What’s the plan?
Why does your student want to study at performing arts
or music college? It’s not cheap and there’s a lot to be said for
just going out there and doing it. They’ll most likely be asked
this question in an audition. How will they answer? “I want a
degree to fall back on” is not an option. They’ll need a better
reason than that.
Your student also needs to show they have a career plan.
They could be asked: “Where do you see yourself in the next
five years?” It’s not a token question. It’s a serious question
and it requires a serious answer. It’s not good enough to say, “I
just want to be working in the music industry in some form”.
Get them to be specific. It doesn’t matter if their five-year
plan doesn’t come to fruition: this isn’t a contract and the
panellists won’t be checking. Your student needs to show an
understanding of the business. Work backwards with them,
from the dream to where they are right now, and help them
formulate a good answer. It may be pie-in-the-sky but at least
Help your student nail these three audition elements and
they can demonstrate that they’ve thought long and hard
you will have done your job. But don’t forget to manage their
about their future.
expectations; few people secure a place on their first attempt.
It can take a year or two to gain that elusive place, if at all.
3. Who are they?
Two of the most important lessons to learn are patience and
The audition panel wants to know what makes the student perseverance.

IAN DAVIDSON

I

an Davidson is a Singing Teacher and Vocal Coach based in
Liverpool and Manchester (UK). He the co-director of Balance
Vocal Studio and the Education Director for the Vocology in Practice
global network of singing teachers, and one of 5 certified BAST (Be
a Singing Teacher) trainers in the world. Ian regularly lectures at
a number of different universities and colleges, most notably the
Liverpool Institute for Performing Arts and he holds a MA in Music
from the University of Salford. His thesis entitled “Can’t Sing, Won’t
Sing - Afraid to Sing?” earned him a Distinction in his studies and
continues to help people to overcome their fears and find their
voices on a regular basis

balanceyourvoice.com
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Introducing

AMPLIFY

Industry event celebrates talent and innovation

B

BC Music Introducing’s inaugural show Amplify
2017 gave aspiring artists the chance to learn
more about the workings of the music industry.
About 250 performers and experts shared
their knowledge at the three-day show at London’s ExCel.
The over-arching theme was self-empowerment with most
talks focusing on how artists could help themselves.
Gear and tech companies, music colleges and other
players in the business showcased their products and
services while guests Jamie Cullum, Mel C, Chase and
Status and Marika Hackman added a glossy touch.
The event was a celebration of emerging talent, but it
also sounded a serious note. Many guest speakers felt the
industry was in unchartered waters; while
there are now more ways than ever to make
and share music, the rise of streaming and
the fall in CD sales means there’s less money
to go around.
But they were adament that the
opportunities are there for artists with
initiative, drive and the willingness to multitask. A singer prepared to build their own
fanbase will find plenty of platforms and
resources to help them do so. There’s no tried
and tested path to follow these days, just the
opportunity to create your own.
The iSing team was at Amplify 2017 to meet readers,
connect with industry colleagues and report on the latest
news in the business.

MEL C AT AMPLIFY.
PHOTOGRAPH BY SHARPOZZ

JAMIE CULLUM AND HUW
STEPHENS. PHOTOGRAPH
BY PALM VISUAL

JO WHILEY. PHOTOGRAPH
BY PALM VISUAL

JAMIE CULLUM. PHOTOGRAPH
BY PALM VISUAL
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Why you should

be releasing your own music
By Bronwyn Bidwell

W

ant some advice? Don’t expect a record
label to come knocking at your door. It’s up
to you to release your own music and build
your own audience. This was the unanimous message
from top music executives at Amplify.
Guest speakers at How to perfect your release strategy
included Paul Hitchman (president of Kobalt Music
Recordings), Stacey Tang (general manager of Columbia)
and Will Gresford (founder of TripTik Management). All
agreed that making music isn’t enough; up-and-coming
artists need to take complete control of their career.
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ARTISTS WERE URGED TO KEEP
RECORDING NEW MATERIAL.
PHOTOGRAPH BY SHARPOZZ

Part of this process is the regular release of music
via YouTube, Facebook and/or streaming services. The
advice? Don’t wait until you have a full album, just get
moving as soon as you can.
“It’s never too early to start building your repertoire
and building followers for your music,” Hitchman
says. “Nowadays, there is less focus on an album. You
can release different versions of a song or lyric videos.
Some artists really build an audience on YouTube or
SoundCloud. Whatever is working for you, keep doing
it.”

THE BIZ
Tang emphasises sales strategy for songs, be that
artwork, a video or press. “You need something visual,”
she explains. “It doesn’t have to be Michael Jackson’s
Thriller. A lot of artists are discovered because they’ve
sung a cover, recorded it on an iPhone and uploaded it to
YouTube.
“Imagery and moving images can say a lot about what
you’re trying to get across. Ask yourself what you want
to project. Is what you’re creating representative of you?
Who are you
talking to?
How would
they like to
be spoken
to? How can
you build a
rapport with
your fan
base?”
These
may seem
like simple
questions,
but finding
the answers
can take time
and involve
a fair bit of
soul-searchPAUL HITCHMAN FROM KOBALT MUSIC.
PHOTOGRAPH BY PALM VISUAL
ing. There’s no
template or formula,
it’s about finding what works for you. Bruno Major,
for example, writes and releases a new song every
month. South
African hip hop group Die Antwoord
spend 90% of their budget on videos and never do
press.
Technology can be pivotal when developing your
own release strategy. Streaming services and platforms such as Awal provide useful data about the
age range and location of your fans. If your fanbase
is huge in Brazil, for example, factor this in when
determining what time of the day to go live with
your Facebook posts (and start planning that South
American tour).
Finding your identity and your audience is critical.
Hitchman says: “Don’t worry about the money. Build
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AMPLIFY
an audience and the money will come. And don’t be afraid
to offend. You need to make music that will connect with an
audience.”
Managers and labels look for artists with drive and determination. Gresford says: “It’s a myth that you get a manager
and they do all the work. Often people come to me and say
‘I need a manager’. My first question is always: ‘How much
have you done yourself?’.
“If you have visibility, the rest will come to you. But you
need to get yourself to a certain point first”.

COLUMBIA'S STACEY TANG. PHOTOGRAPH BY PALM VISUAL
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Top social media managers share their tips on how to make
an impact online. Clarrisa Land was there to take notes for us.

DO

• Find the time. No one is going to do it for you.
• Choose your platforms wisely and go
where your audience is. Snapchat for under 21s. Instagram
is best for a 20 year old singer-songwriter. A wedding
band touting for bookings needs the higher demographic
of Facebook. Know your platforms, audiences and algorithms. Who is where at what time?
• Cross platforms to expand your reach. Post your
Facebook event on Instagram, and co-host it with your
promoters. Post your Instagram story on Facebook.
• Know your tone of voice. Be authentic
and consistent. Don’t shout at people. Who are
you? What do you want to drive?
• Use video as much as possible to maximise
your reach, preferably square video with subtitles.
• Engage. Reply to all your comments.
• Use your best material as content.
• Schedule. Plan and ration so you don’t blow a month’s
good content in two days. Use scheduling tools
like Tweetdeck and Hootsuite.
• Take regular breaks and be aware that
social media can often have a negative effect on
mental health. Stay in control.
• Stay up-to-date. Platforms change at a
rapid rate, so subscribe to tech mail outs (Mashable, The
Daily Digest) for the latest information and insight into
how to use them, and adapt them to your needs.
• Make a splash page linking to your social media.
Artist websites are dead.
• Be real. The real world majorly impacts your online
world. Playing loads of gigs and meeting your fans in
person is the best way to grow your following.
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DON’T

• Sponsor your posts. It’s off-putting. If
you must, put your money behind organic
content (as opposed to a hard sell like a ticket link). Draw
people to your page for the music, and eventually that will
convert to a ticket sale.
• Trust the metrics. Facebook tracks a view as three
seconds, so how many people actually watched your video
all the way through? Pressing “Boost Post” right away
will simply push to those people who would have been
reached anyway. Instead, leave your post a while, so it hits
those people, then push it later.
• Follow hundreds of people just so they
follow you back. It looks fishy. Build your following organically, as you would in the real world.
• Post the same thing on
every platform. Craft your
content to fit each.
• Post about politics, unless
you as an artist feel passionately
about the issue. Make sure the
message matches your brand. Know
who your fans are and be authentic.
• Don’t be cheesy. It damages your brand.
Think about original ways to incentivise
engagement. A “like to win” competition is naff. Instead,
give a live Q & A, and offer a gig ticket for the best
question.
• Separate your accounts. It separates your
audiences and your time. If you’re an actor, dancer and
singer, you don’t need a different page for each. Keep it all
together (unless you’re combining singing with your blog
on obscure Vietnamese architecture).
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Music

What you
need to know

management
By Clarissa Land

What does a manager do?
A manager helps an artist to hone and realise their
vision. A manager facilitates an artist and often gives
them access to the wider industry through their extensive
contacts. If an artist is the driver, a manager is the navigator. A healthy artist-manager relationship is cyclical,
where each works for the other and no-one is the boss.
Essentially, you’re business partners.
Among other things, a manager will help you to
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formulate a strategy, build an engaged fanbase, find your
market, gain press exposure, get a record deal and map
out your career long-term. Because there is now a lot less
money in record labels and the music industry, getting a
record deal is much harder and the role of a manager has
changed. You see them taking on far more responsibility
than they used to. A manager is now a central point to all
aspects of the business and, as such, they need to be an
expert in every single area.

ARTISTS PERFORM AT AMPLIFY. MANY AT THE EVENT WERE ON THE LOOKOUT FOR MANAGEMENT

THE BIZ
At what stage does an artist need a manger?
There is no right or wrong time, but managers want to
see that an act has busted a gut to get their career moving
and gain exposure, so do as much as you can for yourself
before you consider management. Be wary of looking for
a manager too soon as, crucially, managers need something to manage.
What should you look for in a manager?
Look for someone who will listen to you and ask you
questions, and who is going to get you to the next level.
While a label might be focussed on your next single and
next album, a good manager should always be thinking
about what is best for your career as a whole. Strategy is
king.
How should you approach a manager?
Do your research on whichever manager or management company you are approaching. Nothing is worse
than a copy-and-paste email. Put meat on the bones.

AMPLIFY
Explain to them why you need management and what
for.
What attracts a manager to an act?
Fundamentally, it’s all about the music. Production
can be worked on, but killer songwriting is essential.
Managers want to work with artists with strong vision.
Know yourself, know your identity and articulate it
fearlessly.
Top tip?
The best artists know how to say no. You might be
offered a massive performance fee, but the gig might be
a bad look for the band. Saying no will pay dividends in
the long run.
Clarissa Land attended the Music Manager Masterclass
with Cian Cooper Davies, Black Butter Records, Elle Giles,
manager of Bill Ryder Jones, and Matthew Stuart, ATC
Management, Abbie McCarthy, freelance radio producer.

MUSIC MANAGEMENT MASTERCLASS
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dos of demos
The

Want to get your
demo noticed? The
experts tell you how.
By Bronwyn Bidwell

B

BC Radio 6 Music DJ Steve Lamacq spends an
hour each day listening to music submissions,
except on Sundays, when he devotes five hours
(yes, really) to the task.
He was, therefore, more than qualified to hosta
discussion on demo submission, joined by BBC Radio
1 presenter Huw Stephens and Hannah Overton of the
Secretly Group.
The consensus? Competition is strong. They each receive
a plethora of demos every week and don’t have time to
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STEVE LAMACQ DISCUSSES DEMOS. PHOTOGRAPH BY PALM VISUAL

listen to them all from start to finish, or to give feedback.
“If the first track doesn’t grab us, then we won’t listen to
the second one,” Overton says. Putting your best two songs
on a demo is enough. If they like you, they’ll ask to hear
more.
Lamacq says he’s not swayed by arty fonts or wordy
press releases, but does like to know a bit about the band or
musician.
“Put yourself in the shoes of who you are sending your
music to,” he says. “They will receive lots of demos. How
will yours stand out? It’s good to personalise things.
“And if you’re sending me a demo, please write ‘Dear
Steve’ at the beginning of the email. Not something generic.”
Stephens advised aspiring artists to be patient; it takes
time to learn your craft and come of age. Don’t let early
knock backs stop you pursuing your dreams. After all,
Coldplay were turned down by 23 labels before being
signed.
Stephens says: “It’s a myth that you
need to be young and fresh.
Sometimes you need to
step back and think
about why you’re
making music.”

The do’s and don’ts
of submitting a demo
DO

DON’T
• Send digital submissions to radio stations
and record execs. Hand out CDs at gigs
and music trade shows.
• Put two songs on your demo, your best one
first. Song number one needs to be brilliant, or they won’t listen to the second.
• Explain a bit about yourself in your
submission email/intro letter. Be succinct
and engaging. Personalise your submission and tell your story.
• Think about your graphics, but don’t
overthink it. Some of the panel admit a
quirky graphic can spark interest. Others
(Lamacq) aren’t swayed by this at all.
• Include your contact details.
• Follow up. It’s acceptable to follow up your
submission once. After that, leave it. Go
away and work on your songs, but don’t
give up. It may be that you just need more
time to hone your music.

• Put shrink-wrapped plastic on your
CD: it’s bad for the environment and a
time-waster.
• Include photos of you and the band
looking glum on a council estate/at a
bus stop. This has been done before.
Many times.
• Expect feedback. If they like you, they
will be in touch. If they don’t, you
won’t hear anything.
• Send a download link. Send a streaming link instead.
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AMPLIFY

THE BIZ

THE WORD

ON AMPLIFY
Singers and musos give their verdict on the event
By Clarissa Land

Annie Gibbs, works with emerging R&B singer,
named LA Grey.
“I really enjoyed the session on radio play and how
to get playlisted. They talked about creating a story
and how to get attention from pluggers. It was really
helpful.”
London-based Amorie (@thegirlamorie) is from
America and makes down-tempo pop music.
“I went to two classes, both about PR and both
were really nice. They were primarily about
how to approach journalists and whether it’s
appropriate to do that, as an artist versus
a manager. My top tips are to do your
research, make sure the publication suits
you before you approach them, and
to be unique as everyone’s inbox is
flooded.”
Jennifer Kamikaze from
East London, makes indie
folk pop.
“I’m here to
network and get
some advice. It’s
not every day
that you get
to meet
people
from
all
PERFORM AT AMPLIFY PHOTOGRPAH BY
SHARPOZZ
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across the industry. It’s a great opportunity to find out
how things work and get help with your strategy. I
attended the masterclasses. I just came from one called
How to Get Your Music Heard which was about how
to put yourself out there as an unsigned artist. My top
tips from today are to network more and get your social
media going. Mainly, I’ve got a lot of motivation from
today, which is always good.”
Laine Alicia (lainealicia.com), from Harlesden,
enjoyed the BBC feedback area, where experts will listen
to your music.
“It’s amazing to get feedback from people in the
industry. When it comes to commercial music, there’s
a specific structure to follow and I guess that’s what I
haven’t been doing. I take their advice on board and I’m
grateful for it.”
Bobby and Anna Maria, musicians from
Bulgaria.
“We were interested in meeting some
people in the industry and getting
their wisdom. We went to an A&R
session and the information
they gave us was so productive. It’s important to be as
efficient as possible. It’s
such a great place to
be and I recommend it to all
singers”
FEEDBACK CENTRE WHERE ARTISTS CAN
GET ADVICE ON THEIR DEMOS
PHOTOGRPAH BY SHARPOZZ
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A SINGER’S GUIDE TO

IN - EA R

M O NI TO RS
CLARISSA LAND spoke to ACS for the lowdown
on in-ear monitors
Why invest?
In a word, protection. Your hearing is your living and
your life. Protect yourself, especially if you work with an
acoustic drummer.
In-ear monitors (IEMs) also enable you to receive a
bespoke monitor mix directly to your ear drums, with
individual levels just as you like them, at just the volume
you want it. No more screaming to hear yourself over the
kit. Bliss!
Moulds
Regarding fit, there are two types of IEMs. The first uses
a small memory foam or rubber ear bud, similar to the kind
you use listening to music at the gym or on the train.
These are called generics as they fit any ear.
A second, superior type of IEM uses a
custom mould, taken from the inside
ear of your ear canal. Moulded
IEMs have the benefit of
massively cutting out external noise from your environment, whilst also
improving the sound
quality delivered to
your ear. Moulded
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IEMs provide better fit, comfort and sound isolation. Be
aware, however, that custom monitors are only as good as
the moulds you have taken.
Material
If you’re buying moulds, consider the material from
which they are made. Some are made from a hard, acrylic
plastic. Others are made from a medical grade silicone, and
are more pliant and comfortable. As your jaw moves up and
down while you sing, moulds will move around in your ear
canal. Silicone is more comfortable.

GEAR

GEARING UP
Drivers
Drivers are speakers inserted into the monitor. They vary
in amount and quality. The more drivers, the greater the
fidelity of the sound. Imagine one speaker with all sound
frequencies travelling through it, as opposed to a range of
speakers where different frequencies travel though different
speakers, delivering a good quality of sound at a lower
volume. Having multiple drivers can also widen the range
of frequencies you hear (increasing subharmonic and very
toppy sounds).
The team at ACS recommend that a singer choose
custom moulds with at least a 3-5 driver system for the full
range of sounds. Accessing higher, more delicate tones is
important for singers, as this is the bandwidth in which we
sing.

How much do they cost?
Like anything, you get what you pay for. Generics are
much more affordable and are a great idea for a hobbyist
or beginner singer, or a singer with limited funds. Cost
increases with custom moulds and the amount of drivers.
A pair of single driver custom moulds from ACS will set
you back approximately £250, through to around £850 for a
5-driver system. Comparatively, generics could set you back
£90 or less.
What do the professionals say?
A survey of my network of professional session singers in
London showed that Ultimate Ears (UE), JH and 1964s are
the favourite brands for custom moulds, and Shure comes
up trumps for generics. Here’s what they had to say:
“If you want generics then Shure 535s are the best value, I
think. Triple driver and cheaper than personalised moulds.
They are decent enough.” - Dan Kelly
“I swear by my UE11s. I like a full and bass-heavy
mix, and so these were recommended to me by a sound
engineer. I use them for 95% of gigs so they're absolutely
necessary!” - Sharlene Linton
“I've got 1964 triple drivers and they've served me well,
but the next lot I'm going for will be JH!” - Lauren Johnson
“My Cosmic CE6Bs are brilliant (and UK-based, so
easy repairs). Cosmic are my first ever moulds though, so
I only have Shure 215s for comparison. I hate wedge gigs: I
either leave them deaf from playing without plugs in, with
no voice from shouting to hear myself, or both.” - Danny
Sharples.
https://acscustom.com/uk

CLARISSA LAND

C

larissa Land is a London-based singer and
songwriter currently recording her debut solo
album. She sings, tours and records with major
artists, most recently Crystal Fighters. She also
has a busy teaching practice, where she provides
vocal coaching to a wide range of singers; from the
novice singer all the way through to bands signed
to major labels
thevocalvibe.com
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Reimagining the studio experience
Technology means singers can now record
with top industry pros from around the world
– without leaving home. Chris Erhardt, CEO of
online recording studio Tunedly, explains how.

It’s beneficial to singers who want to have their songs
professionally produced, or who desire access to song
plugging and music distribution opportunities.

iSing: Why did you create Tunedly?
iSing: How can Tunedly help singers?
CE: I worked for many years as a songwriter and music
CHRIS ERHARDT: It allows amateur and professional
producer. This allowed me to master all the behind-thesingers, songwriters, lyricists and composers to collaborate scenes aspects of music production and the business of
with award-winning and world-class session musicians,
music, which led me to work with chart-topping talents
singers and engineers to create professional-sounding
in Ireland, the UK and several other markets. During that
music online, as well as gain exposure for their music.
time, I noticed how many songwriters struggle with the
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GEAR

GEARING UP

do. Above all, we ensure that music is their first love and
that they’re comfortable with operating in a collaborative
community with creators from around the world.

All session
musicians,
singers and
engineers are
hand-picked
using an
intensive vetting
process
expense of creating high quality recordings or simply lack
the local resources to even produce competitive songs. It
was then that I knew I had to do something that would
make a difference.
With the help of chief marketing officer and partner,
Mylène Besançon, we started testing the market, and
shortly after, Tunedly was born.
iSing: How do you select the musicians, singers and
engineers who work with Tunedly?
CE: All are hand-picked using an intensive vetting
process. We receive hundreds of applications through a
submission form available on the website or via referrals.
We only accept those who either have significant
accomplishments under their belt (won awards, worked
on successful projects) or first-rate educational credentials
(graduated from prestigious music colleges), or both.
In addition, session musicians are required to have a
professional set-up for their particular instrument, which
is capable of recording studio-quality tracks.
We do background checks and ask applicants to submit
samples of their work for us to get a feel of what they can
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iSing: How much does it cost to have a song engineered
through Tunedly?
CE: There are several tiers for producing music with the
Tunedly platform which determine how much you would
pay for music production services. For instance, as a
Premium Member you can save up to 80% on producing
a full, radio-ready song from scratch, compared to using
a traditional, physical studio. If you only need a single
instrument or post production, we have cost effective
solutions for those cases as well. Since all projects are
different, the costs will vary. It’s best to go onto our website
and find out more.
iSing: How long does the process take?
CE: We pride ourselves on not just saving musicians
money, but also saving time. Whereas with a traditional
studio it could take up to six weeks to deliver a fullyproduced track from start to finish, you can have the same
project completed in as little as ten to 12 days using the
Tunedly platform, and with no fall off on quality. Smaller
projects can be turned around in as little as 24 hours if
required.
iSing: What’s the policy on making revisions to a song?
CE: We do allow for revisions and tweaks to ensure
clients are 100% happy with the results before marking a
project as complete. In fact, the near real-time interactive
nature of the platform, via chat and email, allows the
music creator to be in constant dialogue with the session
musicians, singers, and engineers at each stage of the
process.
A project manager oversees the whole project, ensuring
the client is happy with each milestone, before moving on.
And even then, the client can still ask for a tweak and it
will be done, as long as it is within reason.
iSing: Who owns the rights to a song after its been
created with Tunedly?
CE: One of the best aspects about creating a song with
Tunedly is that you get to keep all rights to your music. All
projects are conducted as work for hire.
		tunedly.com
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Music fans salute Fin Henderson
Check out five new acts

London A Cappella Festival 2018

MUSIC FANS

SALUTE RISING
S
STAR

inger songwriter Fin Henderson still can’t quite
believe he won this year’s Salute Music Maker
competition.
The Yorkshireman was crowned Salute Music
Champion last month and bagged a whopping £50,000
cash prize.
Of the award, he says: “To be honest, there was a
definite delay in it all sinking in. Once it was announced
and everybody was sending messages it was suddenly
like ‘Oh, this might be quite big’.”
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NEWS

LOOK LISTEN & FEEL
The competition rewards
musicians who use their home
studios to create their art.
A panel of expert curators culled
the initial 2,000 entries down to
a shortlist of 100. This was then
whittled down to six by public vote.
The six finalists (each of whom
received £10,000) then went head
to head in a second public vote.
Henderson won the day (and another
£40,000) with his two tracks: A
Million Places and Evolution.
Henderson’s first track, A
Million Places, won big praise
from top producer Jonathan Quarmby who
described it as “a brilliant, evocative heartfelt song in the
tradition of Johnny Cash and Chris Isaaks”.
Henderson believes the win will give him validation
and exposure. He’ll use the prize money to record some
new music and distribute his music further.
“It seems like the win has already made an impact,”
he says. “I’ve been writing for so long and keeping
quite private with things. It feels so great to be finally
engaging with everyone.
“One of the best parts about being a musician is the
experience of sharing music with people and it’s so great
to be at that stage again. I’m really glad to be able to
connect with people.”
Henderson says the Salute awards are hugely

GEMMA
WILSON- VIDAL

A MILLION PIECES - FIN HENDERSON

influential for artists trying to break through. “It helps
singers like me to step up a little.”
Henderson started singing in his early teens but his
musical talents have come on quite a bit since then.
“I should find the videos of my first songs and my
voice aged 13 to 14. They’re quite awful,” he says.
“But I just loved getting involved with music and
eventually found ways to make it work a bit better for
myself.
“That’s all just part of the process and for me, that
starts with getting involved.”
Henderson is currently writing and hopes to release
new material in 2018. Follow his progress and tour dates
on facebook.com/finhendersonmusic.

G

emma Wilson-Vidal is a London-based
journalist, editor, blogger and all-round media
professional. She has a particular interest in
popular culture, beauty and fashion and works in
the internal communications industry. Although
a seasoned editor, Gemma still enjoys writing and
regularly contributes to a variety of lifestyle titles.
gemma1984@journo1984
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iSingDoYou

Many of iSing’s readers are passionate artists in their own right
creating music across all genres. Lots of performers submit their work
to iSing and here are five we think are worth a close listen.
If you would like to share your music with other iSing readers then
submit your music and details to www.isingmag.com select the tab
Be in iSing and fill in the form. Who knows you might be next to be
featured in #iSingDoYou, or maybe we’ll do a whole feature on you!

ERIN BLOOMER

T

his 15-year-old from the south of England has been
labelled one to watch. Listen to her debut single
Right Love, Wrong Time and you’ll understand why.
Produced by the renowned Stuart Epps, it has amassed
250,000 hits on Spotify. Bloomer has a rich, silky voice,
confidence beyond her years - and 100,000 Insta
followers.
erinbloomer.com

FERRIS AND SYLVESTER

B

efore joining forces Issy Ferris and Archie
Sylvester were solo artists kicking about on
the Camden music scene. The pair connected
and now create deliciously dreamy folk pop that
has impressed Rolling Stone magazine and The
Independent. Their latest single Better in Yellow,
a catchy little Americana number, was recorded
in their kitchen.
ferrisandsylvester.co.uk
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THE CURIOUS INCIDENT

I

f you’re a fan of UB40 or The Kooks then check
out The Curious Incident’s unique blend of
Caribbean influenced rock/pop. The boys in the
band, Kairo and Diaz, hail from South Africa and
Indonesia respectively. They’ve built a following
through energetic performances on the festival
circuit and quirky videos on YouTube.
thecuriousincident.com

KATY HURT

H

urt is a rising country star. Her single Love You
More reached number 1 on iTunes’ UK Country
Chart and her EP Pieces Of Me has been well received.
The 20-year-old’s music combines sharp, lyrical
content with riffs and raucous vocals reminiscent of
Lynyrd Skynyrd. She’s also garnered praise for her
magnetic live performances.
katyhurt.com

CARISS AUBURN

T

he Wolverhampton singer songwriter had her
demo critiqued by DJs Steve Lamacq and Huw
Stephens in front of hundreds of people at BBC Music
Introducing's Amplify 2017. It was an excruciating
- but ultimately rewarding - experience. Both DJs
praised her single, Oil on Water, and wanted to hear
more. Phew. Auburn has a new EP out, Unphased.
carissauburnmusic.com
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cappella talent from across the globe will converge
on London in January for a four-day celebration of
the human voice.
Now in its ninth year, the London A Cappella
Festival (LACF) is renowned for bringing together the world’s
most exciting and unique vocal talent. And the 2018 line-up
is no different, with jazz superstars sharing the bill with
Mongolian throat singers and champion beatboxers.
Curated by The Swingles and Ikon Arts Management, the
2018 LACF programme includes:
New York Voices
Widely considered to be one
of the world’s finest vocal jazz
ensembles, New York Voices
celebrate their 30th anniversary
in 2018. They’ll mark this
milestone at the LACF with a
stellar set, mixing toe-tapping pop
tunes with vocal arrangements of big band classics and jazz
hits. Expect impeccable harmonies, elegant musicianship and
a few special guests.
Musae
This all female group combine
powerhouse vocals and innovative
arrangements of pop covers to bring a
contemporary edge to the a cappella
scene. Musae have headlined some
of the world's biggest music festivals,
and appeared on the small screen
(NBC’S The Sing Off) and big screen
(Pitch Perfect 2). The group’s members have also written,
engineered and produced chart-topping tracks for artists
around the globe.
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Huun-Huur-Tu
Tuvan throat singing is so unique
that it appears on UNESCO’s
curiously named List of Intangible
Cultural Heritage of Humanity.
It’s an ancient practice whereby
a performer produces two, three
or even four pitches simultaneously. The
result is eerie, atmospheric and fascinating. Huun-Huur-Tu are
world leading exponents of Tuvan throat singing. Not only will
they perform at LACF, they’ll lead a workshop too.
The Swingles
Come mingle with The Swingles, one
of the best close harmony groups in
the world. The festival co-hosts will
present Early Versions, a programme
which explores the early music that
launched the group founded by Ward
Swingle in 1963. They’ll pair new interpretations of music by
Purcell and Tallis with old favourites from JS Bach – along with
folk, jazz and original songs from their touring repertoire.
LACF workshops
The festival isn’t just about hearing great voices, it’s also
about finding your own. A series of workshops will take place
to inspire and challenge singers of all abilities. Festival-goers
can get vocal with Ben Parry, artistic director of the National
Youth Choirs of Great Britain, or take part in workshops on
jazz improvising, beatboxing and throat singing. Children
can learn more about the joys of singing at the LACF Kids
workshop.
The festival runs 24 – 27 January 2018.
		 londonacappellafestival.com

